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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You are welcome to use this PowerPoint for training purposes. Please leave citation on first page and contact information on the final slide. If you note any errors or updates to the training materials, please email Kirsten at training@4-C.org. This training is available through 4-C as an on-demand training. Please visit www.4-C.org for more information.

Trainer bio:
Kirsten Suer holds a M.Ed. in Early Childhood Education from Vanderbilt University with a focus on emergent literacy and curriculum development.  She taught for 6 years in child care settings, working with infants, toddlers, and preschool-aged children, and also worked as an administrator of a child care program. Currently she works at 4-C in Madison as the Professional Development Manager, specializing in quality initiatives, including YoungStar, WMELS, and CSEFEL Pyramid Model. Kirsten utilized the Environment Rating Scales when she taught in Tennessee and Iowa as part of the each state’s quality rating and improvement system. This training draws on her experience of using the Scales to encourage reflective teaching practices and the handouts were developed to support use of the Scales in intentional planning for improving teaching practices and child care environments.

Prep: Have enough copies of ECERS, ITERS, or FCCERS so that participants can work in small groups of 3-4. You will also need 2 or 3 children’s books for each small group, large paper and markers, writing materials for each group, and copies of the handouts (Quality Improvement Plans, sample score sheet you create, Action Plans, Wisconsin Interpretations). Post the agenda for the training.

Introductions: Ask participants about their experience with the Rating Scales.



Agenda



 

What are the Environment Rating Scales (ERS)?



 

How do I use them to:


 

assess my program?


 

create a quality improvement plan?


 

implement change?



 

What role do the ERSs
 

play in Youngstar?
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Presentation Notes
The overall goal of this training is to provide tools and techniques for implementing the Scales as a self assessment tool. Directors of child care programs can use this training to introduce the Scales to their staff; family providers can use the training to learn how to administer the Scales in their program.

Review agenda:

1. What are the Environmental Rating Scales – including a brief history, the purpose of ERS, what they measure, and what makes them a “good” tool for self-assessment

2. Look at ERSs through the lens of reflective practice – assessment, planning, and implementation

3. What role do the Scales play in YoungStar?




ITERS, ECERS and FCCERS
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Trainer Preparation: Familiarize yourself with the history of the Scales (http://ers.fpg.unc.edu/).

The Scales are divided by age and type of program.

If you are presenting to groups from different programs, ask who has infant or toddler classrooms, who has preschool classrooms, and who has a family child care program. 

Mention school age tool – SACRS  - which is currently not used in YoungStar.

The Infant/Toddler Environment Rating Scale (ITERS) is designed for children age birth to 2 ½ years old
The Early Childhood Environment Rating Scale (ECERS) is designed for children age 2 ½ to 5 years old
The Family Child Care Environment Rating Scale (FCCERS) addresses all ages and can be modified to reflect the ages your program serves.

Ask if anyone has questions about age categories: Typical questions include:
development age vs. actual age (developmental age can be considered for a child with a disability in the areas related to the disability, otherwise actual age is used)
what to do when the classroom spans ages 2 to 3 years old (majority of ages used to determine tool used. Example: a classroom with 8 children, 6 are over 2 ½, ECERS is used. However, you would still consider what the other group of children need. Art is a good example to illustrate: while 2 year olds are not required to have access to scissors, a 3 year old needs to have access to scissors. You can ask participants how they might make this possible.)

History:
The tools build on a strong research background –they were developed out of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
ECERS first published in 1980, ITERS and FCCERS followed a decade later
Significantly revised in 1998 -2003 to be more culturally responsive, include sections on family concerns, and address the balance of individual children’s needs as well as the whole classroom or group. The revised tools also reflect updates in the field of early childhood research and best practices.

Prolific tool:
Used in numerous national studies and by many university research facilities 
Used in approximately 30 states – often as part of quality improvement systems
Used in approximately 18 countries (translated into 14 different languages)

The reason the scales have such a range of use is that across types of programs, in different socio-economic settings, with diverse populations, in inclusive environments, the Scales have shown to be reliable and valid tools for measuring quality as well as informing program quality improvement efforts. 



Reliable and Valid



 

Reliable: Consistency in measurement



 

Valid: Strength in conclusions

Reliable, not Valid

 

Not valid, nor reliable Reliable

 

and Valid
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What does it mean to be reliable and valid?

Reliability is the consistency of your measurement. If you and I use the Scales in a program, to which degree do our results agree? What’s unknown with reliability is whether the results demonstrate what we think they should (look at target – we agree, but we’re not on the bulls-eye). Does our tool actually measure the quality of an early childhood environment? That’s where validity enters in.

Validity is the strength of our conclusions (look at bulls eye – our results are consistent and on target). To what degree do the Scales accurately measure quality indicators or changes in quality programming?

In the case of early care and education settings –quality is measured by the effects on children’s development.

The Scales are valid and reliable tools – 85% consistency across trained raters and the outcomes are related to quality which is demonstrated by an increase in positive child development outcomes. Part of why the outcomes are related to quality and child development is that the tools are based on evidenced based practices around how early childhood environments support children’s learning.

Ask participants: Why is this important that an assessment tool is grounded in research?
Possible answers:
Tool is guiding our decisions around quality improvements – not our opinions. 
If we spend time doing an assessment, we want to know that using that assessment to make changes will have positive outcomes.
We want a tool that’s usable and consistent – we want our teachers to be able to use the tool and have the results of their work matter.
We want a tool that provides valid and reliable steps for quality improvement – we want to make a positive difference for children.



Measuring Quality?



 

Structural Indicators:


 

Licensing compliance


 

Ratios


 

Group size


 

Cost of care


 

Type of care

Presenter
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Prior to YoungStar, many consumers of early care and education (families) and many programs in Wisconsin have used structural indicators to define quality:
Is a program in compliance?
What are the ratios and groups sizes?
If I pay/charge more, the quality must be better.
Associate goodness of fit to quality: I prefer group child care because….I prefer family child care because…therefore this must be a higher quality environment.

While structural indicators are important, what research tells us is that these are not the best indicators of quality programming.



Measuring Quality



 

Process Quality


 

Interactions between: 


 

staff and children


 

children, staff, and families


 

children and peers



 

Space arrangement and use


 

Interactions with the materials and activities


 

Schedule of events


 

Accessibility of materials
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Process quality has been found to be more predictive of child outcomes than structural indicators.

Process quality is assessed primarily through observation – it’s a child care setting in action.

The Environment Rating Scales measure process quality – they are looking at all of the aspects listed here and how everything actually functions in your space. 

To illustrate: You might have worked hard to create a block area – you have unit blocks and large wooden hollow blocks and small architectural blocks and baskets of accessories including multicultural people, vehicles, realistic looking animal figures. But what happens when children enter the space? Is there enough room for 2 or 3 children to play without competing for floor space? Is the floor space steady enough to support block play? Is the space easy to supervise from other areas of the room? Are the materials organized so children can easily find what they need? Do you spend time in the block area interacting with the children as they play?

If necessary, have participants think about the differences between a photograph and a movie – which offers more detail or a broader understanding of the situation.   



Why is the environment important?

“The quality of the physical space and materials 
provided affects the level of involvement of 
the children and the quality of interaction 
between adults and children.” – NAEYC
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A relationship exists between the materials in the environment and the types of interactions that occur. Invite participants to discuss interactions in relationship to these aspects of the child care environment:

Space arrangement: What happens when: There isn’t enough space for children to play? (think about 6 toddlers around a water table). There aren’t enough chairs for every child? A child doesn’t have a place to put their belongings? The space isn’t easy to supervise?

Materials: What happens when: There aren’t enough toys? Materials aren’t organized? There are no labels on shelves or baskets? Children never get to choose what to play with?

Teachers as examples: What happens when:  Children aren’t taught positive behavior expectations for use of materials? Teachers/caregivers only supervise use of materials? Teachers don’t follow classroom rules?

The Scales focus on the interplay of people, things, space, and time in the early childhood setting. 

When the environment promotes involvement, when children are actively engaged in using the materials and the space provides support for how those materials should be used, teachers can focus on teaching and not just supervising. 

Example from a recent technical consultation:
Pre consultation: In a preschool room, the room was arranged with all the shelves against the wall, children ran across the middle of the room, children interrupted play as they crossed the room, there were no rules about numbers of children in small spaces like the book area or at the sand table, areas of the room were hard to supervise because of the shape of the room.
Technical Consultation: Using the ECERS, we  set up learning centers and divided space into smaller sections, added number signs to limit the number of children in small areas, and hung lights and mirrors to make nooks easier to supervise.
After consultation: Noticeable decrease in challenging behaviors – less running, children no longer walked through play spaces, less arguing over play space and materials, teacher was able to step in before problems occurred because she could see all areas of the room without difficulty, less broken toys.

ECERS was the basis for these changes. 
 
The environment assists in teaching social skills, supervising play and routines, and guiding children’s behaviors. 



ERS Logistics
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Trainer instructions: On a large piece of paper draw three rectangles. Leave space underneath. (see next slide for an example of how you should set up the paper). 

Ask participants to name the actions that they do (or their teachers do) every day (change a diaper, clean up, read a story, count steps, play outside, talk to families and so on). 

As they mention actions, write them in one of the three boxes: The first box is for Health and Safety actions, the second for Relationships, and the third for Learning Opportunities. 

When they have named all their actions, tell participants that research has shown that a quality program accounts for the three categories of basic needs children have 
 
1. Protection of their health and safety
2. Building positive relationships
3. Opportunities to learn and grow
 
Add labels to the tops of the rectangles: Health and Safety, Relationships, Learning Opportunities. 

All of the things mentioned fit into at least one of those categories and every one of these things can be done with varying degrees of quality.
 
Sometimes people say they provide quality care because they meet all licensing/certification requirements – but licensing is really just a baseline for building quality (draw a horizontal rectangle under the three rectangles and label it “Licensing.” See next slide for an example of how to set up your paper).  
 
Quality means thinking about what is the best way to do something – what way is the safest, healthiest, and most beneficial to children’s development. Licensing provides us a place to start. 

As a teacher/provider/caregiver, each of you is working to create a quality environment (draw a person under boxes). 
 



Environmental Rating Scales
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Important to note that all three components are important – what happens if you take one of these boxes off? We struggle to maintain balance. 

The Rating Scales can help you keep it all in balance.

The Scales looks at each component individually, but also looks at how they influence the others – for instance, we know that if a child has to worry about their safety it can affect their ability to form strong attachments to their caregivers.

At this time, have participants gather in small groups of 3 or 4. Each group should have a copy of the ECERS, ITERS, or FCCERS. 



Subscales



 

Space and Furnishings


 

Personal Care Routines


 

Language


 

Activities


 

Interaction


 

Program Structure


 

Parents and Staff
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Invite participants to open the books. 
The first few pages provide more information about the history of the Scales as well as the reliability and validity to the tools. 

Have participants turn to page 9 for ECERS and ITERS, page 13 for FCCERS.
The Scales are divided up into Subscales, or categories related to the categories of Health and Safety, Relationships, Learning Opportunities.

Give participants time to read through  the subscales and items.




Items



 

Program structure:


 

Schedule


 

Free Play


 

Group Time


 

Provisions for children with disabilities
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Subscales are further broken down to items, which are specific areas within the subscale. (Example from Program Structure on slide). 

Point out to participants that the items are familiar parts of their day (refer back to the list they created):

If we look under Activities, we see the common learning centers. Under Personal Care Routines – most common routines encountered in child care settings. 

Anything on this list surprising? 



ERS Vocabulary



 

Accessible


 

Children can reach and use materials, furnishings, 
equipment, and so forth. 



 

Materials are accessible for at least 1 hour a day for 
an 8 hour program
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Participants need to be familiar with the vocabulary of Scales: 

Stress that the words matter - the Scales are particular with words and definitions - and to use the Scales with reliability, we need to understand the Scales’ vocabulary. Definitions start on page 6 of ECERS, 7 for ITERS, 9 for FCCERS. For this training, we will concentrate on a few of the definitions, but participants should be encouraged to read all definitions given. 

Definition: Accessible
Invite participants to read definition of Accessible. As they finish, ask for questions or concerns.

Address questions and explain:
There are two things to consider with materials: how are the materials made accessible to children and how often are they accessible.

1. Children can reach and use materials
2. At the minimum level, materials must be accessible at least 1 hour for an 8 hour program (see chart on page 7 for programs operating less than 8 hours)

For family providers, who care for various ages at the same time, ask them to share how they make materials accessible to older children while keeping the safety of the younger children in mind.
For infant teachers, ask them to share how they make materials accessible to non-mobile infants.
Ask preschool teachers if they have materials stored in the closet how they make such materials accessible to children.
Ask participants to think about their daily schedule – how often do children have access to play materials? (doesn’t need to be 60 minutes at one time, can be divided up throughout the day). 



ERS Vocabulary



 

Substantial Portion of the Day: 


 

At least one-third of the time children are in 
attendance. 



 

Much of the Day:


 

Most of the time that any child may be awake and 
able to play
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Definition: Substantial Portion of the Day
At the minimum level, materials are accessible at least 1 hour in a program operating for 8 hours. To move above the minimum level program must meet the following:

For preschool classrooms: Substantial Portion of the Day: This is in the ECERS, for preschool age children. To calculate, you consider all hours the program is open. If you open at 6AM and close at 6PM, you would need 1/3 of 12 hours or 4 hours of time that materials are accessible to the children. 

Definition: Much of the Day
ITERS and FCCERS, when any child is awake and not engaged in routines, materials should be accessible to the child. Lengthy routines or group times, children kept in playpens, highchairs, cribs, etc. would prevent this. To meet the timeframe for non-mobile children, the teacher/provider should bring a variety of materials to the children throughout the day.



ERS Vocabulary



 

Some and many 


 

denote quantity or frequency. Specific guidelines may 
be given in various items or in notes for clarification. 
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Definition: Some
"Some" denotes presence in the environment, and at least 1 example must be observed, unless the guidelines require more examples. For example, “Some soft toys,” means 3. 

Definition: Many
To give credit for "many," children should have access without long periods of waiting or undue competition. “Many” sometimes is specific. Example: “Many” dramatic play materials for infants and toddlers means 3-5 examples of a list of items provided.



ERS Vocabulary



 

Varied


 

materials required for any item should promote 
different skills and play experiences in their use. 



 

materials should also vary in other qualities, such as 
color, size, texture, etc
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Defintion:Varied

Often the Scales ask for “many and varied” materials. Varied means a difference is discernable among similar types of materials. 

For example:
Puzzles: some with knobs, some without knobs, some with frames, some without frames.
Rattles: different sounds, shapes, and textures



Wisconsin Interpretation



 

Specific changes related to the scoring for 
YoungStar purposes



 

Review handouts



 

Visit www.dcf.wisconsin.gov
 

for up-to-date changes
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Provide handouts related to Wisconsin Interpretation of the Scales for ITERS, ECERS, and FCCERS. 

http://www.dcf.wisconsin.gov/


Assessing



 

Scoring is completed for each item


 

Items in each subscale are averaged


 

Scores for all items are averaged for the final score



 

Some items can be scored NA if they do not apply 
(nap in a part day program)
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Refer back to page 9 for ECERS and ITERS, page 11 for FCCERS. 

The definitions will guide your assessment. 

When you complete an assessment using the Scales, you will assess each item. Indoor Space will have one score, Child-related Display one score, etc. 

Some items may not apply to your program. NA: You can only choose “not applicable” if the Scales offer the option. For example: a part day program would not have a nap time so you can score “NA.” However, if you do not offer sand/water play because it’s messy, you cannot score “NA.”

You then average all the scores for each subscale (add up the scores for the items in the Subscale and divide by the number of items in that Subscale) to obtain a score for the Subscale.

To obtain a final score, you add up all the scores and divide by the total number of items scored for the overall average.

Have participants open their books to the item Books (page 34 for ECERS, FCCERS, and ITERS).




Books and Pictures



 

Scale of 1 (inadequate) to 7 (excellent)]


 

Start at 1.1


 

Move through each item, noting which indicators are 
met, which are not



 

When an indicator is not met, this is an opportunity 


 

Note asterisks
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Using Books as an example, walk through the scoring process:

Start with the scale 1-7

1 = Inadequate: if participants are familiar with the Scales, ask: have there been any areas in which your program has scored a 1?
Sometimes items that score a 1 are difficult to address: examples include environmental structures: Visual supervision of play area is difficult: diapering table is in a separate room or faces the wall, gross motor play occurs in the parking lot. These issues cannot be addressed without changes to the program budget or construction. In these situations, while it won’t affect the scoring, it is best to think about supervision and safety and be sure good practices are in place (a mirror above the diaper changing table so the room is visible).
Other items scores a 1 because of poor supervision, health practices, lack of materials, or other items that you can address. 

7= Excellent: if participants are familiar with the Scales, ask: have there been areas where you scored a 7?
Remind participants the goal is not to score perfect 7s, but to have a baseline of where your program is today and to use that to plan ahead. Often, programs score an overall 2.5 or 3 the first time this tool is used. Even accredited programs have items that do not score at a 7 level.  7s are best practices and we should always be working toward them. 

3 = Minimal: this is often equated to custodial care or to meeting licensing requirements, with some variance (remind participants that this is a nationally used tool and there are some difference between state requirement). 

To score, you start at 1.1 and you read each indicator. For items under 1 you want to score “no.” For all other indicators, you want to score “yes.”

We’ll be discussing later what to do when you do not meet an indicator.

Remind participants to score the Scale about what is currently happening in their program/classroom, not what will happen next week, based on what toys are in storage, or what they wish would be the case.

Draw attention to the asterisks. When an asterisk is present, it means there are notes for clarification. When scoring an item, refer to the notes to be sure you are meeting the indicator as the Scale intends. If helpful for the participants, read and discuss indicator 1.1 and the corresponding notes.




Scoring Basics

1 inadequate

3 minimal

5 good

7 excellent
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Once you’ve completed an item you calculate a score.

You must meet all the indicators under 1, 3, 5, or 7 to receive that score. If you meet at least half of the indicators under 3, 5, or 7, you will receive the in-between score.

Examples:
If you score all indicators under 1 as no, and all the items under 3 as yes, and all the indicators under 5 a no, you would score a 3. If you score all indicators under 1 as no, and all the items under 3 as yes, and half the indicators under 5 a yes, you would score a 4. 





Let’s practice….



 

Look at 5.1 (ECERS, ITERS) or 5.2 (FCCERS) –
 

read 
indicator and notes for clarification



 

Examine the books


 

Which topic(s) would the 
books fall under?
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In the small groups, have one ECERS, ITERS, or FCCERS book and two or three children’s books for each group. Ask each group to read indicator 5.1 (ECERS and ITERS) or 5.2 (FCCERS) and notes for clarification (draw attention to the asterisk). The groups can then examine the books and decided which topics the books would fall under.

Group share: name books and what categories?

This activity can lead to a conversation about why we need non-fiction books (see Nell Duke’s work) or why children should have access to books about different cultures. It could also lead to discussion around program resources: do we have any non-fiction books for infants in our program library or could I make some homemade books. 

Using the Scales is a good exercise in intentionality: to assess with the Scales, it takes effort and time, it means being a careful observer. Ask participants: What skills does an observer need?  (objectivity, fairness, ability to step outside the action). 

When the Scales require you to count or categorize materials, you need to do so. Just like we looked through the books, you will need to look through your dramatic play clothes, count block types, sort fine motor materials, etc. You cannot stand 20 feet away from a shelf and know that the puzzle has all the pieces, the box of rattles are varied, or the markers work. 

The Scales affect practice when we use them intentionally.



Preparing for a Self-Assessment
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Think about a toddler teacher who moves the toy bins to a high shelf and brings down one bin at a time throughout the day. We know toddlers dump toys, but we also know toddlers should have access to materials and be able to make play materials and playmate choices. Now imagine the director tells the teacher to move the toys to a lower shelf. Will this statement change the teacher’s practice? 

How many of you have encountered similar issues?

Preparing staff for a self-assessment means preparing them for change, but also means supporting them through the process.

Preparing ourselves for a self-assessment means we have to be willing to try something new, to think about why we engage in our current practices, and be open to change.

Think of the toddler teacher – she probably knows the toys should be accessible to the children, but it can be stressful when toys are dumped again and again. This teacher may be feeling, “I need a break from the toddler room,” “I need some new ideas for managing behaviors,” “I need time to make labels for the bins,” “I need my director to listen to me and not try to fix everything.”



Everyone on the same page

Staff 
Input

Staff 
Output
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Research shows that when teachers are invested in changes, the changes have staying power and are more deeply implemented.

A self-assessment of your program should include teachers and staff.



Self-Assessment ≠
 

High Stakes



 

Focus on strengths 


 

Be a good listener


 

Respect another point of view


 

Be aware of cultural differences


 

Provide support –
 

resources, access to training, help 
with the heavy lifting, time



 

Results should not be tied to pay or job title
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How to ensure staff input:

Focus on strengths: Every teacher does something well – capitalize on a strength – maybe a preschool teacher is really organized, how could she organize collage materials (which are by their very nature, unruly) for the school age room? A teacher may be very thoughtful about reading to children in groups, how could she expand her practices to read informally during free play? A teacher has really strong relationships with families – how could he help other teachers improve their morning greetings? 

Be a good listener: Read between the lines: If a teacher is telling you “I can’t just have paint accessible on the easel without someone to hover over it because the children will paint all over the wall and the floor and it will just be a mess” is that teacher against paint? Or do they need someone to say, how could we help teach the children to use the paint correctly? What materials might be helpful to you and the children for keeping the paint at the easel? 

Respect another point of view: If a teacher completes the self-assessment, they may identify items they want to address, which may differ from a director’s own agenda. Take the lead from your teachers.

Be aware of cultural differences: Self assessment can be difficult for people – sometimes cultural, sometimes personality, sometimes past experience. If a teacher is resistant to the process, take a step back and acknowledge what you’ve noticed  and ask how you can make this process a better experience for them.

Provide support – if the teacher needs to change their room arrangement, do not expect him or her to do so when children are present, do not tell a teacher to fix her block area and not be prepared to develop a purchasing plan for materials, be aware of training in the area or bring in a trainer for program wide concerns.

Results should not be high-stakes. Self-assessments are meant to be a tool for making an improvement plan, not for passing judgment. Be clear from the start that this process is in partnership.



Reflective Practice

Teachers, staff, 
administration, 
families
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One way to ensure that self-assessment isn’t high stakes is to tie it to reflective practice: there’s nothing in this cycle about job performance or pay or judgment. 
Seem familiar? Just like with the teaching cycle, self-assessment means we return again and again to the process – we gather information, plan based on what information has been gathered, decide on a course of action, implement our plan, and return to assessment.



Using the ECERS to create a baseline

Self-Assessment
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The purpose of completing a self-assessment is to create a baseline of practices. The goal is not to identify concerns and implement quick fixes. The goal is to identify concerns and be planful in addressing them. This takes time and effort both in completing the assessment and in moving forward from it.



Make it manageable



 

One classroom at a time


 

One age group at a time


 

One subscale at a time


 

One item at a time


 

One indicator at a time
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You can choose to have every classroom assessed at the same time, start with one age group, choose a core group of classrooms, or complete one classroom at a time.

You can complete the entire scale at one time, start with one subscale or one item. You can concentrate on one indicator until you ensure you understand what it requires and whether or not you are meeting it.

Take the time you need to be thorough.



Choose the observer



 

Self-assessment by teachers


 

Director assesses (reliability)


 

Peer assessment


 

Parent/Family assessment


 

Reliable rater
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There are many options for how you choose to complete the self-assessment for your program. Decide what is best for your program. 



Observe



 

Provide time outside of supervisory role


 

Check in as needed


 

Monitor reactions


 

Score each indicator within an item
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Observations and assessments should not occur when you are supervising and you should schedule enough time to avoid feeling rushed. 

For center directors, some teachers will welcome a check in, some won’t want to share until they’ve finished, some may have questions in the middle. Be available for your teachers as they complete the self-assessment, but respect their needs.

Monitor reactions – if a teacher is looking stressed about something, step in to coach – “Talk to me about what you’re noticing.” You might state, “Remember, this will help us know what we need to purchase or what kinds of trainings we should look for or what other supports I can provide to you.” Remind your staff that a self-assessment is not high stakes. 

If you are feeling stressed about the outcomes, pause and ask yourself why. Make a note that perhaps this is an area you’ll want to address in your planning. 

For a self-assessment, complete all the indicators. This will provide you with the broadest view of your practices. You may be engaging in something at the 5 or 7 level, but not meeting an indicator at the 3 level. Remember that even if you are meeting these higher indicators, you’ll score as we discussed earlier. 

When you’ve finished assessing, score for each item, average for each subscale, and average for the overall score. 



Using ERS to build a Quality Improvement Plan

Planning

Presenter
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Imagine an art area in a preschool classroom or a family provider’s program with preschool aged children. What materials would you expect to be accessible to the children?

Are you comfortable with paints being accessible to preschool children during free play? Or collage materials? 

Technical Consulting example:
I once worked with a preschool teacher who didn’t have any paint or collage materials accessible to 4 year olds. She said it was too messy and the children wouldn’t know how to use the materials properly. They might paint on the walls or floor or on their bodies. They might spill the collage materials on the floor.

We had completed the ECERS assessment and she scored a 3 in art. She wanted to improve her score, but it would require adding additional art materials. 

Given her aversion to paint and collage materials, this teacher expressed frustration. She couldn’t see beyond the messiness that might occur.

Teachers and providers need help in planning to make change – it isn’t enough to say, “Make a change.” We need to offer support, which is when a quality improvement plan comes into play.



Think about strengths and challenges

Subscale Strengths Challenges Organize

Indoor Space 3.4 Space is clean 
and well maintained
5.1 Enough space-

 
no crowding

5.3 Space does not 
meet accessibility 
requirements

3

Furniture for Routine 
Care and Learning

5.1 Furniture is child 
sized
7.1 Routine care 
furniture is 
convenient

7.2 No 
woodworking 
bench, sand/water 
table, or easel in 
classroom 

2
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Trainer: provide handouts for ITERS, ECERS, or FCCERS quality improvement plans. These are one example of tools used to build a quality improvement plan based on the Scales. I created these tools when I was a teacher and used the Scales in my daily practice.


First step to building a plan: assess the results. From your ECERS, ITERS, or FCCERS results, identify both strengths and challenges. Strengths are considered scores of 4-7 and challenges are 1-2. For each Item, identify, as applicable, at least one strength and one challenge and make note on the chart. 

Remember that some challenges are more difficult to address than others.

The results on this slide are from the ECERS:
5.3 for Indoor place is typically a challenge for centers. Making an existing building accessible can be costly and would require long term planning. 

7.2  for Furniture for Routine Care and Learning is a challenge that could be addressed by purchasing or creating one of these items. This challenge seems more doable in the short term.

After identifying the challenges, prioritize them according to severity and time commitment. Any health or safety issues should be addressed immediately. You will also want to organize the challenges by whether they could be fixed right away, or within a short (within 6 months) or long (more than 6 months) term timeframe.




Building a Plan



 

Who?


 

What?


 

When?


 

Where?


 

How?


 

Why?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that you’ve identified the challenges and organized them by time commitment, you can begin to develop a plan of action.
 
Narrow down the challenges to 3-5. Don’t overwhelm by trying to fix everything. You can always add more challenges as you go.

For center directors: teachers should guide the decision of which challenges to address and center directors should be open to their ideas. Teachers need a taste of success – let them pick some items that are doable and meaningful to them. Also identify areas that you see as program wide issues – if you’ve noticed science is a lower scoring item for all classrooms you may want to address this at a staff meeting or with a training for all teachers.

Building a plan means intentionally thinking through the steps and resources needed to make a change. 

Think back to the teacher who was apprehensive about adding paint to her classroom. What are the steps she would need to take to make paint accessible to the children during free play? (ask participants to brainstorm a list of actions or materials).

Remember, when you find yourself or your teachers saying no or coming up with a reason why something won’t work, take a moment and reflect on why this is happening.

When I first approached this teacher about paint, she said the children would get paint on their clothes. I said, do you have paint smocks? She remembered that there were some in the supply closet. When I suggested putting paint at the easel, she said they’ll mix up the paint colors. I said, what about brush handles to match the paint color and spill proof tops so only one brush fits in each cup? This conversation continued until we had exhausted every concern she had about paint and we had planned every step from having a class meeting and talking about how to use paint appropriately to a place hang paintings to dry to having safe clean up materials for the children to use incase something spilled.

Sometimes a plan will only involve the teacher or provider, sometimes it will involve outside resources. Sometimes it will involve purchasing new materials and sometimes it will involve challenging our ways of teaching or caregiving. For each challenge, be thorough and think through all the steps and resources needed. 



Let’s practice…



 

Quality Action Plan on each table


 

Results of an observation on each table



 

What item(s) would you classify as a challenge?


 

Would you rate this as an immediate, short term, or 
long term project?



 

What goals might you set?


 

What might an action plan look like for the 
challenge(s)?
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Presentation Notes
Trainer Preparation: Create a sample score sheet for one Activity item (for instance, Math/Number). Provide one copy of the sample score sheet and one Action Plan per group.

In small groups, ask participants to look over sample score sheet for math and address the questions. 

Plan should include more than a list of materials. It should also include how the materials will be made accessible, where they will be stored, trainings or resources needed for the teacher to feel comfortable engaging children with the materials, how the materials will be introduced to the children, etc. Encourage groups to think through all possible concerns or issues that could arise due to the proposed changes.
 
When groups finish creating their plans, invite them to share about the process and their ideas for the plan.



Making change a reality

Implementation



Making changes



 

Each teacher/teaching team will need different 
support



 

Be ready to talk about money / resources


 

Be ready to compromise


 

Provide continued support and let teachers know 
they can ask for help without consequences



 

Family providers may need to partner with other 
family providers
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Presentation Notes
As you begin implementing your plan, remember to ask for support when you need it. 




Start again…

Teachers/provider, 
staff, 
administration, 
families
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Presentation Notes
After changes are implemented, you will need to observe and assess again. Have the changes improved the environment? Decreased challenging behaviors? Increased positive interactions? Decreased safety concerns? 

Sometimes change can lead to more challenges. If you added more dramatic play materials, is the space now crowded? If you improved handwashing procedures, did you increase the wait time for lunch? 

By continuing to assess, plan, and implement change, you will continue to grow and to challenge yourself to improve. 

Programs should commit to the self-assessment process at least annually. However, individual items or subscales can be revisited as needed. If children are no longer interested in the science area, you could use the ECERS to reassess the materials. 



ERS and YoungStar



YoungStar

Three, Four, and Five Stars: Can be used for Self-
 Assessment

Microgrant: Can be used for self-assessment

Tool used for Formal Rating with Observation

Will guide Technical Assistance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Scales are mentioned in YoungStar as one of the self-assessment options. For programs eligible for a three, four or five star rating, a self-assessment is required. To apply for the microgrant, a self-assessment must be completed and the Scales are one of the tools that would meet this requirement. 

For programs eligible for a four or five star rating, the Scales will be used for the Formal Rating with Observation. For a Formal Rating, a rater will assess one infant, one toddler, and one preschool classroom in a group center using the Scales. For a family provider, a rater will use the FCCERS in your program. Each observation is 3 hours in length and also includes a brief interview following the observation period. 

If your program is receiving technical assistance, the consultant assigned to your program has received training in the Rating Scales and will use them to guide quality improvements.  



Kirsten Suer
4-C Professional Development Manager
YoungStar Southern Regional Office contact 

(Columbia, Dane, Dodge, Green,  Jefferson, Rock, 
Sauk, Walworth counties)

608-271-9181
Kirsten.suer@4-C.org

Questions, Stories, Concerns?
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